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Abstract: The small-sized GTE are used more and more both as the basis of power plants and power machines for 
various purposes. The technical and operational characteristics of these engines are largely determined by the design 
quality of their combustion chambers (CC). One of the most advanced methods of CC scientific investigation is the bench 
testing. However, such CC operation study is complicated by labour-intensiveness of an experiment and its significant 
costs. Therefore, in recent years GTE designers started to use widely the numerical simulation for these purposes. 
However, the level of such calculation development does not allow often to solve the issue of CC fine-tuning in order to 
achieve the required parameters. It is also difficult to determine the reliability degree of such calculations. The preliminary 
calculation of the combustion chamber was performed first of all. Its purpose is the CC shape development and its 
determination of its geometric dimensions. At that, the main requirement was to ensure the possibilities of one CC 
placement between the previously-designed compressor and the turbine and the performance of a whole set of technical 
specifications by the engine. At the second stage using The CC fine-tuning was performed in order to optimize the 
performance by using CFD-calculation. At that the calculated method was used for which the verification has been 
performed by the bench tests. Such a CC fine-tuning allowed to reduce the product development period and improve its 
characteristics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The development of small gas turbine engines (SGTE) 
occurs in the direction of their effectiveness increase. The 
successful solution of this problem depends on the 
combustion chamber (CC) perfection to a large extent. This 
unit must ensure a stable and non-impulse combustion in a 
wide range of mode parameters with high combustion 
efficiency and a uniform das temperature field on a turbine 
inlet [1, 2]. 
 Currently the numerical simulation is widely used in the 
combustion chamber design process [3,4]. The modern CFD 
calculation methods may describe well the qualitative and 
quantitative changes of the flow parameters, show of the 
tear-off zones presence and location and also show the 
dependences of the flow parameters change on the 
geometric, regime and other parameters [5,6]. That’s why the 
numerical methods of gas dynamics shall be used also for the 
final design of the combustion chambers as the means of 
legality check concerning the design solutions and the 
evaluation of various constructive measures impact on the 
product and its components effectiveness [7-9]. 
 This paper presents the example of the advanced CFD-
technologies use for the design and fine-tuning of small-
sized GTE CC. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 Two calculation methods were used during the study. 
The first method was used for the preliminary calculation of 
the combustion chamber in order to determine its basic 
dimensions and structural shape. The main source for the 
projected CC calculation are: 
 Ga-air flow, P*

k-the pressure at the combustion chamber 
inlet, T*

k-the air temperature at the combustion chamber 
inlet, 1-σk-the coefficient of total pressure restoration, ηm-fuel 
combustion efficiency, α k-excess air coefficient of a 
combustion chamber. 
 Standard geometric dimensions of the CC annular flow 
part are shown in Fig. (1). 
 The technique developed on the basis of available 
statistical data concerning the CC design and operational 
parameters of various circuit solutions [1] and 
recommendations [2] was used to calculate the structural and 
integral parameters of the designed combustion chamber. 
 Basic geometrical CC parameters calculation method 
includes the following stages: 
1. According to the average speed of the midlength section 

of the prototype flame tube the area and the diameter of 
the flame tube midlength section is determined; 

2. The flame tube length 𝐿жт =   𝑘! ∗ 𝐷ж!"# is 
determined according to the statistical data or the 
prototype from the following ratio !жт

!ж!"# = 𝑘! 

3. The flame tube volume is determined. 
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4. The total effective area of the flame tube holes 
(including front device) is determined. 

 𝐹эф =   𝐺в ∗ 2 ∗ 𝜌к∗ ∗ ∆𝑃ж where∆𝑃ж is the pressure 
drop of the flame tube 

 In the first approximation we take∆𝑃жis a constant 
one across the flame tube length 

 ∆𝑃ж =   𝜎ж ∗ Рк∗, where 𝜎ж is the pressure losses of 
the flame tube (for modern combustion chambers 
usually 𝜎ж =3…5%, 𝜎к = 𝜎д + 𝜎ж). 

 The geometric area of the holes makes Σ𝐹отв= 
!эф
!

, 
where µ ̅is the average coefficient of air flow through 
the holes (including front device). 

5. The air supply rule is selected either by the prototype 
or according to the literature recommendations 
concerning the combustion chamber design [1, 2, 9]. 
Usually, the air flow through the front-line units 
(𝐺фу)makes about 20% for the CC SGTE; The air 
flow through the primary zone 𝐺впз ≤ 20%; through 
the mixer it makes𝐺см ≤ 40%; for the flame tube 
cooling it makes𝐺охл ≤ 20%. 

6. The entry area into the combustion chamber 𝐹кand the 
diameter 𝐷к are determined by the reduced rate 

  λΚ =WΚ aΚP where акрis the critical sound speed. 

акр =    2 ∗ к
к!!

∗ 𝑅 ∗ 𝑇к∗ , [m/s]. For the modern 

combustion chambers of small gas turbine engines

  λΚ = 0,1...0,25 ; the area of the diffuser entrance is 

determined according to the formula𝐹к = !в
!к∗!к

 [м!]; 
the CC entrance diameter is determined according to 

the formula𝐷к =
!∗!к
!

 

7. Let’s determine the diffuser dimensions with a 
sudden expansion. 

 According to the specified structure 
!!
!к
≤ 1;   𝛼! ≈

6… 7°;   𝐿! = (0,5… 2)𝐷к; 

8. The annular channel area Fккand the inside diameter 
of the combustion chamber caseDкс. 

- Let’s determine the outer diameter of the flame tube 

 𝐷ж
нар =   𝐷ж!"#+2*𝛿, where δ is the FT wall thickness 

considering the design; 

- Let’s specify the annular channelheightℎкк, usually 
ℎкк ≥ 0,01… 0,015𝑚; 

- Let’s determine 𝐷кс=𝐷ж
нар + 2 ∗ ℎкк; -𝐹кк =   

!
!
(𝐷кс! −

𝐷ж
нар!); 

- Let’s define the maximum velocity value in the 
annular channel (assuming that all air is passed 
through the annular channel). 

 𝑊кк!"# = !в
!к∗∗!кк

and compare it with the recommended 
values. 

9. Integralcharacteristics of the combustion chamber. 

 
Fig. (1). Typical scheme and the main designations of external tubular CC. 
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- Reduced air flow 𝐺впр =
!в !к∗

!к∗
; 

- Residence timeпр = !к
∗∗!ж

!∗!к∗∗!в
 

 where 𝑃к∗ − Па; 𝑅 − Дж
кг∗К

; 𝐺в − кг/с; 𝑉ж − м!;𝑇к∗ −К. 

- Forcing coefficient = К! =
!в

(!к∗)!.!"∗!к∗∗!ж
, 

; 

- The completeness of fuel combustion
; 

- Volumetric combustion intensity 𝑄! =
!!∗!т∗!г
!ж∗!к∗

 

[ кВт
м!∗Па

]; 

 The article also used the numerical simulation technique 
of the operational process in SGTE using the ANSYS 
package. In terms of the numerical calculations one may 
define its following stages: 
- geometric model development; 
- network model generation; 
- mathematical model development; 
- calculation performance; 
- visualization and the analysis of results. 
 The geometric model development was carried out on the 
basis of the appearance and geometric dimensions of the CC 
obtained by a preliminary calculation. 
 Then the boundary and initial conditions were stated. 
There are several following models fuel-air mixtures 
formation for the volume chemistry of the gaseous medium 
calculation in the ANSYS Fluent software package: 
- Species transport (components transfer); 
- Non-premixed Combustion (without preliminary 

mixing); 
- Premixed Combustion (premixed mixtures); 
- Partially Premixed Combustion (partially mixed 

mixtures); 
- Composition PDF Transport; 
 We used the first model Species Transport. This model 
defines the components mixing process by solving the 
convection, diffusion and the component change equations in 
the chemical reaction process for each mixture component. 
This is a time-consuming model from the calculation point 
of view, but it has the required accuracy. 
 In general, the volume combustion processes calculation 
procedure is as follows: 
- the calculation of cold non-reacting flows on a coarse 

grid model is performed using the simple models of 
turbulence. Thus, we obtain the component 
concentrations distribution of the concentrations 
among the basic flow parameters; 

- the turbulence parameters are changed for more 
accurate ones, the solver settings are adjusted to 
obtain a more accurate picture of the flow; 

- the mixture burning process is simulated, the 
temperature higher than required one for this 
composition ignition is set in some areas of the 
computational domain for this purpose; 

- the adaptation of the computational domain grid in 
the areas with the largest gradients of the flow 
parameters (velocity and temperature) is performed; 

- the calculation on the adapted grid is performed with 
the solver parameters that determine the increased 
accuracy of the calculation results. 

 A single-stage reaction of propane combustion is used as 
the chemical reaction design scheme: 

𝐶!𝐻! + 5𝑂! = 3𝐶𝑂! + 4𝐻!𝑂 

 This scheme and all the reaction parameters necessary for 
the correct calculation and the component properties are 
available in ANSYS Fluent standard database. The isobaric 
heat capacity 𝐶!is set as a polynomial of the temperature to 
get the correct temperature field. The following parameters 
are used as the boundary conditions: 
- Air flow via CC 
- Gas temperature at the CC inlet 
- The reduced flow rate at the inlet; 
- Fuel consumption; 
- Air excess ratio; 
- Static pressure at the outlet. 
 RSM model (the model of Reynolds stresses transfer) is 
used as a turbulence model. This model is one of the most 
complex turbulence models proposed by Fluent. This model, 
in contrast to the models of k-ε family, does not use the 
assumption of turbulent viscosity isotropy, and solves the 
transfer equations for the Reynolds stresses, together with 
the equation for the turbulent dissipation rate ε. 
 Since the "RSM" model describes the effects of 
curvature, twist, rotation, an abrupt voltage change between 
the layers more strictly than two-parameter turbulence 
models, it has a greater potential for the accurate calculation 
of complex flows. However, "RSM" model has some 
simplifications that have been taken to set up the equations 
of Reynolds stresses transfer. The use of this turbulence 
model is recommended in cases when the turbulent flow 
anisotropy has a dominant influence on the turbulent flow 
nature (cyclones, strongly swirling flows in the combustion 
chambers, the rotating fields, the secondary flows in 
channels caused by large normal stresses, etc.). 
 There are several models that determine the chemical 
reaction rate with the flow turbulence in the ANSYS Fluent 
software package to calculate combustion transfer of 
chemical components: In this case "The Eddy-Dissipation-
Concept Model" was used as the combustion model. It 
allows you to simulate the detailed chemical mechanisms in 
turbulent flow. It is assumed that the reactions within this 
model occur in small turbulent structures, called thin scales. 
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EDC model may include the detailed chemistry in a 
turbulent flow. 
 The considered technique is validated during the 
comparison of numerical simulation data with the carried out 
experimental studies results including the use of laser-optical 
measurements at the fire bench for small combustion 
chambers. 

RESULTS 

 The constructive shape and the basic dimensions of the 
SGTE combustion chamber were obtained at the first stage 
using the calculation method. 
 The comparison of the integral parameters calculated 
values with the statistical data of modern combustion 
chambers with various dimensions was performed. This 
comparison showed that most parameters of the designed 
camera are in the statistical intervals for existing combustion 
chambers. This indicates that the developed CC will have 
sufficiently high hydraulic performance and a wide range of 
stable operation. 
 Based on these data a simplified geometric model of the 
combustion chamber was developed. Also, the verification 
of the combustion chamber geometry conformity with the 
projected overall SGTE layout was performed. Then, the 
estimated area-(Fig. 2)-was marked on the geometric CC 
model. 

 
Fig. (2). The combustion chamber estimated area. 

 The numerical simulation of the operational process of 
the projected combustion chamber was performed using the 
ANSYS package according to the method of the operational 
process numerical simulation to obtain the estimated area. 
 Figs. (3, 4) show the estimated areas of full pressure and 
speed. 
 The local values of the velocity evaluation and the total 
pressure losses allowed to make an assumption that on the 
basis of the selected CC image one may obtain the required 
characteristics. 
 During the next step, based on the data analysis of the 
preliminary calculation the design of modified flame tube 
was performed. According to the described above method 
the following parameters were calculated: the flame tube  
 

 
Fig. (3). Full pressure field. 

 
Fig. (4). Velocity field. 

volume, its height, the total area of the holes in the FT, as 
well as the air distribution regularity. The CC swirler was 
designed. According to the calculation results the 
corresponding changes were introduced into the original 
geometric CC model. For example five rows of holes for the 
outer shell of the flame tube and four for the internal one 
were developed. They differed from the original version by 
size and location. The Figs. (5-7) present the fields of the full 
pressure, velocity and temperature distribution for the 
combustion chamber new version. 

 
Fig. (5). Full pressure field. 

 Fig. (5) shows that the pressure in the lower annular 
channel is considerably lower than in the top one. This 
means that it is necessary to reduce the total area of the 
openings in the inner shell. Figs. (6, 7) show that the air 
streams coming through the holes into the flame tube have a 
greater penetration depth. Therefore, the flame tube amount  
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Fig. (6). Velocity field. 

 
Fig. (7). Temperature field. 

is well distributed into the combustion and mixing zones. 
However, the high temperature area for a given FT 
configuration is located near its upper wall, which may be 
the cause of burnout and the CC service life reduction. 
 To solve this problem the caps were added into the CC 
design of the COP were added. These caps are located on the 
swirler outlet (Fig. 8) and aimed to push the high 
temperature zone from the wall. 

 
Fig. (8). The swirler modification with a cap. 

 CC geometric and grid models were redeveloped. The 
full pressure, velocity and temperature fields calculation 
results for this CC type are presented by Figs. (9-11). 

 
Fig. (9). Full pressure field. 

 
Fig. (10). Velocity field. 

 
Fig. (11). Temperature field. 

 The temperature estimated field shows that this design 
solution remained almost unchanged concerning the high 
temperature zone location. Therefore, it was decided to 
design the slots in the flame tube (Fig. 12) for the film 
cooling of the walls. 
 Re-calculations were performed, the results of which are 
shown by Figs. (13-15). 
 The figures show that through these activities managed to 
push the high temperature zone from the outer FT wall. 
However, the temperature field has a large non-uniformity at 
the CC outlet. This non-uniformity creates problems 
ensuring the turbine resource. 
 A series of calculations for different hole sizes and their 
amounts in the flame tube walls was performed. The 
calculation purpose was to find the best variant ensuring the 
series of requirements implementation concerning: 
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Fig. (13). Velocity field. 

 
Fig. (14). Temperature field. 

- the normal high temperature zone distribution relative 
to the flame tube walls, 

- the level of total pressure loss in the chamber, 
- the formation of radial temperature field non-

uniformity diagram at CC output, which is within the 
tolerance parameters of the SGTE turbine. 

 CC model configuration was obtained as the result of the 
performed operation. The Figs. (16, 17) demonstrate the 
temperature field in the longitudinal section of the chamber 
and the temperature field at the output for this model. 

 
Fig. (15). Temperature field at CC outlet. 

 
Fig. (16). Temperature field. 

 The obtained CC variant fully satisfied its consumer 
demands and was used for the manufacture of a full-scale 
product prototype. 

DISCUSSION 

 In this paper we used an original method of a SGTE CC 
preliminary calculation based on the years of its designing 
and fine tuning experience [1]. There are also no evidence of 
a similar study in Russian sources, where numerical 
simulation is carried out for the whole small combustion 
chamber and not for the part of it. The accuracy of 
calculation parameters obtained by numerical simulation is 
confirmed by the fire tests. 
 

 
Fig. (12). FT case cracks. 
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Fig. (17). Temperature field at CC output. 

CONCLUSION 

 The design of the SGTE combustion chamber was 
performed during the operation. The total pressure losses 
reduced from 6% to 3%. The temperature non-uniformity 
field at the chamber outlet is tuned finely in terms of turbine 
resource provision. The developed area of reverse currents 
was obtained by the flame tube, which indirectly indicates 
the possibility of a good flame stabilization and sufficiently 
complete fuel combustion in the primary zone; 
 In scientific terms: 
• The technique of design calculations for the annular 

small combustion chamber is developed; 
• The technique of the working process numerical 

simulation in the combustion chamber of a small-size 
GTE is developed. 
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